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Accomplishments:

• On Jan. 31, 2017 Energy Northwest turned 60 – we were formed by our members in 1957 to serve the needs 
of public power and that remains our principle focus today.

• We achieved a successful refueling and maintenance outage, reconnecting Columbia Generating Station to 
the power grid two and a half days ahead of our 40-day commitment to the region.

• Columbia also set a calendar year generation record, producing more than 9.6 million megawatt hours of 
electricity in 2016. 

• Nine Canyon Wind Project recorded the highest adjusted availability for a calendar year at 99.35 percent.

• We recently launched the Summer 17 Demand Response demonstration in partnership with BPA and 
participating utilities.

• We paid more than $5.3 million in privilege taxes to the state of Washington – a record for the agency. The 
tax is tied directly to the amount of electricity generated.

• Of course, we’re proud of these records and none were achieved without the hard work and dedication of 
our employees; however, I am especially pleased with some recent agency honors.

 · The Association of Washington Business selected Energy Northwest as the Employer of the Year, their most 
prestigious award.  The award recognizes an employer who has implemented innovative job retention, 
creation and compensation plans that foster a thriving work environment. 

 · WorldatWork awarded Energy Northwest a 2017 Seal of Distinction. This is presented to organizations 
in recognition of efforts to provide a mutually beneficial workplace experience to their workforce as 
determined by the overall strength of their total rewards portfolio.

 · Victory Media – who recently designated Energy Northwest a Military Friendly Employer for the second 
straight year – ranked us among the Top 10 Non-Profit companies for our outstanding commitment and 
programs for veterans and their families. 

 · The American Public Power Association and the Northwest Public Power Association awarded Energy 
Northwest first-place industrial safety awards.

Challenges:

Our challenges centered around our human performance. Whether OSHA recordable accidents, radiological 
waste shipping or the December scram, we failed to consistently use our human performance tools to enable 
error-free activities.

Team Energy Northwest,

I continue to be honored to lead the Energy Northwest team as I look back at our accomplishments and 
forward to a new year as we work to achieve excellence in everything we do. It truly is rewarding to 
see our vision of a regional leader in clean power generation and energy solutions materialize through 
the hard work you do every day. Highlights of our key accomplishments from the prior year are noted 
to the right in addition to the areas we need to focus on to achieve our business strategy during FY18 
and beyond.

Our agency strategy of safe, reliable, predictable, and cost-effective operation 
of our assets and services positions Energy Northwest as a viable resource for 
the Pacific Northwest and the nuclear industry. Our strategy takes into account 
continued changes in the energy industry such as flat electricity demand, the 
creation of innovative generation solutions and the subsequent impacts on the 
distribution systems with an overall focus on excellence, innovation and value. 
Unfortunately, during the past year we have also seen more U.S. nuclear plants 
announcing permanent closures. 

Heading into fiscal year 2018, I ask you to continue your strong focus and commitment to achieving our 
strategic objectives and implementing the phases of excellence. Stay motivated and engaged with our 
mission and vision. Continue to work as a team to identify areas where we can eliminate inefficiencies 
and low value work to further improve our competitiveness. 

Our strategic plan is used to keep us aligned on our mission and vision, and as always, safety and 
continuous improvement. The overarching imperative for our agency is to ensure public health and 
safety is rooted in every action and decision we take. This is reflected in both our first core value and the 
first strategic focus area. Take time to review the plan which includes five- and 10- year goals as directed 
by the Executive Board along with specific measures of excellence targets and multi-year initiatives 
to achieve these targets. Please discuss any questions you may have regarding these initiatives and 
associated targets with your manager or the focus area owner.   

Strong leadership remains key to our success and we are reinvigorating our supervisor-led initiative to 
further develop and foster the right behaviors. We have developed a strong team and put in place the 
right infrastructure. I, along with the entire senior leadership team, maintain great confidence in the men 
and women of Energy Northwest – every frontline worker, supervisor and manager. We are all leaders. 
Through sustained excellence, the agency’s mission and vision will be attained and we will be a stronger 
agency that benefits our region for decades to come.

Respectfully,

Mark Reddemann 

Chief Executive Officer 

MESSAGE 
FROM THE CEO

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO 
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A Message to Employees



MISSION,  
VISION &  

CORE VALUES

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREAS
Broadly defined categories, which connect to the agency’s mission and vision

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
Planned high-level actions, which support achieving and sustaining excellence within each strategic focus area

All strategic initiatives are created with safety (nuclear, industrial, radiological and environmental) as an uncompromising principle

EXCELLENCE PLANS
Focused implementation plans for current fiscal year strategic initiatives

PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS
Individual goals (aka: SMART goals) that drive accountability toward achieving strategic focus area picture of excellence goals

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTION
Agency strategic short-term and long-term goals  

established by the Executive Board and Executive Leadership

STRATEGIC 
PLANNING PROCESS

Strategic Planning Process
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MISSION, VISION  
& CORE VALUES

MISSION, VISION & CORE VALUES
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AGENCY MISSION
Provide our public power members and regional customers with safe, reliable, cost-effective, responsible power generation and energy solutions.

AGENCY VISION
A regional leader in clean power generation and energy solutions through sustained excellence in performance and innovation.

Columbia Vision
Sustained nuclear excellence reflected  
by performance in the top quartile.

Energy Services and Development Vision
A leader in developing innovative, competitive  
energy solutions for the Northwest.

CORE VALUES

Safety first 
A strong safety culture permeates the organization --- every employee takes personal 
responsibility and demonstrates commitment to nuclear, industrial, radiological and 
environmental safety.

Accountability for our actions 
We take ownership and personal responsibility for both individual and team actions  
and results.

Integrity in all we do 
We earn trust by doing what we say we will do, ensuring our actions and words are 
consistent, honest and ethical. We will help each other succeed through collaboration, 
mutual respect and trust.

Excellence in performance  
Relentless pursuit of the highest performance expectations through continuous improvement 
and zero tolerance for deviation from standards, and dedication to fostering an environment 
of teamwork. 

Our core values are essential to achieving our mission, vision and strategic initiatives. They guide our daily activities  
and behaviors and are achieved through open and honest communication.

Public health and safety is the unwavering commitment for everything we do and is the overarching imperative of our mission, vision and strategic plan. 

Mission, Vision & Core Values



EXECUTIVE BOARD DIRECTION
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5 Year Goals / Outlook

Energy Northwest Columbia Energy Services & Development

Excellent stewardship of generating resources Top quartile performance In collaboration with our members, work to 
provide technology solutions (to include cyber 
security, demand side management, storage) 
consistent with core competencies

Expand Energy Northwest’s role in the region Operating safely, reliably and cost effectively In collaboration with our members, initiate a 
significant aggregated generating resource  
(if sufficient demand)

Energy Northwest as a thought leader on 
current and future energy technologies

Implement Measurement  
Uncertainty Recapture

Complete early restoration of Industrial  
Development Complex Site 1 / 4

Strong leadership / employee development Evaluate extended power uprate  
(if cost effective) 

Implement Nine Canyon life cycle  
management Plan

Implement the Cost Effective Operation Plan

Prepare for operations and maintenance of 
small modular reactor (Carbon Free Power 
Project)

Prepare Energy Northwest for potential 
changing markets (future of power marketing 
agencies and market dynamics/structure)

Protect and enhance a positive nuclear 
environment and sentiment

10 Year Goals / Outlook

Energy Northwest Columbia Energy Services & Development

Valued provider of energy solutions Top quartile performance Based upon regional and member needs, 
develop new/additional business model (such 
as new business lines and energy solutions) and 
expanding O&M services to non-nuclear assets

Valued thought leader on  
energy issues

Operating safely, reliably and  
cost effectively

Demonstrated value of small modular reactor 
through operation and maintenance of the 
Carbon Free Power Project

Making needed capital investments Consider Industrial Development Complex site 
for small modular reactor

Implement extended power uprate  
(if cost effective)

Annually, the Energy Northwest Executive Board reviews, 
assesses and provides the agency strategic direction 
focusing on the future outlook. This direction is centered 
around achieving excellence and ongoing achievement of 
our mission, vision and core values. The outlook includes 
five and 10-year goals for Energy Northwest as an agency 
as well as specific goals for Columbia Generating Station 
and Energy Services & Development. These goals then 
feed into the defined strategic Focus Areas followed by 
strategic initiatives and excellence plans which ultimately 
will help the agency achieve its vision. The five and 10-
year goals shown on the right, represent the Executive 
Board’s current direction for the agency.

EXECUTIVE BOARD
DIRECTION

Executive Board Direction



STRATEGIC
FOCUS AREAS

AGENCYWIDE STRATEGIC FOCUS AREAS
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Strong Safety Culture
Accident Free
Control Dose

Event Free
Stewardship

Safe
Reliable

Predictable
Sustainable

Safe
Reliable

Predictable
Sustainable

Professional
Knowledgeable

Value Added
Engaged
Flexible

Talented
Trusting
Inspired
Engaged

Appreciated

Research-based 
Credible 

Straightforward  
Partnerships 

Public Interest

Ethical
Accountable
Transparent
Predictable

Cost Effective

Energy Northwest Strategic Focus Areas  
& Initiative Highlights



C  CHALLENGES TO EXCELLENCE:
(gaps that hinder reaching and sustaining excellence)

1. Columbia has not consistently met the Reactivity 
Management index industry standards 

2. Consistent employee demonstration of safe 
behaviors needs improvement agency wide 

3. Columbia’s collective radiation exposure exceeds 
industry established goals 

4. Changing regulatory environment for physical 
controls in Cyber Security 

5. Employee engagement with the 
Environmental Management System needs 
continual improvement agency-wide 

D  MULTI-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN: 

A  PICTURE OF EXCELLENCE:  
(includes key words that define what excellence is)

Strong Safety Culture • Accident Free • Control Dose • Event Free • Stewardship

B  MEASURES OF EXCELLENCE:
(targets to help measure success of reaching and sustaining excellence;  

‘equal to green’ = meeting established target/goal)

• Nuclear – Columbia’s Reactivity Management index in the industry top quartile 

• Radiological – Columbia’s collective radiation exposure performance achieving industry goal 

• Industrial – Agency’s safety accident rate and OSHA recordable performance in the 
industry top quartile 

• Environmental – Environmental Management System performance indicators  
equal to green

Owner:  
Grover Hettel
Vice President for 
Operations

SAFETY FIRST
Strategic Focus Area:

77
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 (click to access fiscal years)

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Energy 
Northwest has 

an award-earning 
safety record, and 
our team remains 
committed to safe 

operations.

SAFETY IS THE 
NUMBER ONE 

PRIORITY. 

FA: Safety



1  FY18 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Nuclear – Columbia’s Reactivity Management index in 
the industry top quartile 

• Radiological – Columbia’s collective radiation exposure 
performance achieving industry goal 

• Industrial – Agency’s safety accident rate and OSHA 
recordable performance in the industry top quartile 

• Environmental – Environmental Management System 
performance indicators equal green

 

2   FY18 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES

1. Columbia nuclear safety:
• Implement the remaining core cyber programmatic 

policies*
• Implement actions as agreed to by the Reactivity 

Management Review Committee
• Ensure proper levels of engagement and training to 

operate new plant equipment*

2. Columbia reduction of radiological source term 
through implementation of the 5-Year Collective 
Radiation Exposure Plan:
• Implement actions to improve Radioactive Material 

Shipping process 
• Implement on-line dose reductions
• Expand use of remote monitoring so that more dose 

reduction opportunities can be realized
• Implement Residual Heat Removal  

System Decontamination 

3. Agency-wide industrial safety:
• Improve the effectiveness of Energy Northwest 

Corporate Safety Committee in driving timely safety 
hazard corrective actions and safety improvements

• Conduct a snap shot assessment of Energy 
Northwest Industrial Safety Program implementation 
to identify gaps to excellence 

4. Agency-wide environmental responsibility:
• Reduce solid waste generation (all waste types 

including hazardous and mixed waste)
• Reduce energy consumption
• Update certification to ISO 14001-2015

• Promote greenhouse gas reduction strategies
• Incorporate sustainability standards in new 

construction
• Implement electric vehicle and charging stations

3  IMPLEMENTING FY18 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Columbia 
• Energy Services & Development 
• Environmental & Regulatory Programs
• Reactivity Management 
• Information Services 
• Equipment Reliability 
• Collective Radiation Exposure 

*Measures of excellence 
and strategic initiatives 
throughout that have an 
asterisk (*) indicates it is 
associated with mission 
critical risk mitigation/
performance monitoring.

the metric tons 
of greenhouse gases 

Columbia prevents from 
entering the atmosphere 

each year compared to 
efficient natural gas-

fired generation

3.6-4.4
Million

Owner:  
Grover Hettel
Vice President for 
Operations

SAFETY FIRST
Strategic Focus Area:

88
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Safety FY14

SAFETY FIRST

FY18

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS



1  FY19 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS: 

• Nuclear – Columbia’s Reactivity Management index in 
the industry top quartile 

• Radiological – Columbia’s collective radiation exposure 
performance achieving industry goal 

• Industrial – Agency’s safety accident rate and OSHA 
recordable performance in the industry top quartile 

• Environmental – Environmental Management System 
performance indicators equal green 

2  FY19 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

1. Columbia nuclear safety:
• Remediate plant systems, policies and documentation 

for cyber security based on results of NRC inspections 
across the industry for cyber security*

• Implement actions as agreed to by the Reactivity 
Management Review Committee

• Ensure proper levels of engagement and training to 
operate new plant equipment*

2. Columbia reduction of radiological source term 
through implementation of the 5-Year Collective 
Radiation Exposure Plan:
• Assess effectiveness of actions to improve 

Radioactive Material Shipping process
• Implement on-line dose reductions through 

improving radiological practices
• Complete implementation of Residual Heat  

Removal System Decontamination
• Implement Refueling floor dose reduction  

initiatives to reduce outage dose 

3. Agency-wide industrial safety:
• Improve the effectiveness of Energy Northwest 

Corporate Safety Committee in driving timely safety 
hazard corrective actions and safety improvements

• Conduct a focused assessment of Energy Northwest 
Industrial Safety Program implementation to identify 
gaps to excellence 

4. Agency-wide environmental responsibility:
• Reduce solid waste generation (all waste types 

including hazardous and mixed waste)
• Reduce natural resource use (e.g. paper & energy)
• Maintain certification to ISO 14001-2015
• Promote greenhouse gas reduction strategies

3  IMPLEMENTING FY19 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Columbia 
• Energy Services & Development 
• Environmental & Regulatory Programs
• Reactivity Management 
• Information Services 
• Equipment Reliability 
• Collective Radiation Exposure 

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

Owner:  
Grover Hettel
Vice President for 
Operations

SAFETY FIRST
Strategic Focus Area:
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Safety FY15

SAFETY FIRST

FY19

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS



1  FY20 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS: 

• Nuclear – Columbia’s Reactivity Management index in 
the industry top quartile 

• Radiological – Columbia’s collective radiation exposure 
performance achieving industry goal 

• Industrial – Agency’s safety accident rate and OSHA 
recordable performance in the industry top quartile 

• Environmental – Environmental Management System 
performance indicators equal green

2  FY20 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:

1. Columbia nuclear safety:
• Ensure the station remains in alignment with cyber 

programmatic policies and regulations based on 
reviews of industry and regulatory changes*

• Implement actions as agreed to by the Reactivity 
Management Review Committee

• Ensure proper levels of engagement and training to 
operate new plant equipment* 

2. Columbia reduction of radiological source term 
through implementation of the 5-Year Collective 
Radiation Exposure Plan:
• Implement on-line dose reductions through 

improving radiological practices
• Decontaminate and clean Suppression Pool
• Implement improved Reactor Cavity water  

filtration strategy 

3. Agency-wide industrial safety:
• Improve the effectiveness of Energy Northwest 

Corporate Safety Committee in driving timely safety 
hazard corrective actions and safety improvements

• Conduct a snap shot assessment of Energy 
Northwest Industrial Safety Program implementation 
to identify gaps to excellence

• Conduct a benchmark evaluation of a generating 
station in the top decile of safety performance 
 
 

4. Agency-wide environmental responsibility:
• Reduce solid waste generation (all waste types 

including hazardous and mixed waste)
• Reduce natural resource use ( e.g. paper & energy)
• Maintain certification to ISO 14001-2015
• Expand purchases of environmentally  

preferred products
• Promote greenhouse gas reduction strategies 

3  IMPLEMENTING FY20 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Columbia 
• Energy Services & Development 
• Environmental & Regulatory Programs
• Reactivity Management 
• Information Services 
• Equipment Reliability 
• Collective Radiation Exposure 

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Owner:  
Grover Hettel
Vice President for 
Operations

SAFETY FIRST
Strategic Focus Area:
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Safety FY16

SAFETY FIRST

FY20



B  MEASURES OF EXCELLENCE:
(targets to help measure success of reaching and sustaining excellence;  

‘equal to green’ = meeting established target/goal)

• Columbia performance index in the industry top quartile 

• Peer recognition of Exemplary performance 

• Columbia cost performance near Tier 1 pricing levels by 2026* 

• NRC performance is in Column 1 – Licensee Response 

• Columbia long-range plan predictability performance indicator equals green 

• Key risk indicator equal to green

A  PICTURE OF EXCELLENCE:  
(includes key words that define what excellence is)

Safe • Reliable • Predictable • Sustainable

C  CHALLENGES TO EXCELLENCE:
(gaps that hinder reaching and sustaining excellence)

1. Columbia’s costs are higher than desired

2. Improve initial license performance

3. Improve human performance

4. Improve outage readiness and execution

5. Leadership engagement

6. Continued implementation of industry risk  
management requirements

7. Columbia Long-Range Plan predictability  
needs improvement

D  MULTI-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN: 

NUCLEAR EXCELLENCE Owner:  
Brad Sawatzke
Chief Operating Officer; 
Chief Nuclear Officer

Strategic Focus Area:
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 (click to access fiscal years)

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Columbia is 
not dependent on 

weather conditions 
as are hydro, wind and 

solar generation facilities. 
Nuclear plants produce 

electricity 24-hours  
a day, seven days a 

week.  

Nuclear power  
is a reliable  

energy producer. 

FA: Columbia Excellence



2  FY18 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

Continue to implement Phase IV of the Excellence Plan: 

1. Predictable long-range planning and execution*:
• Identify and address equipment obsolescence issues
• Implement system vulnerability actions
• Execute equipment reliability excellence plan
• Evaluate Columbia long-range plan predictability  

and effectiveness 

2. Risk management is core business:
• Complete the implementation of industry principles – 

Excellence in Integrated Risk Management
• Assess and identify gaps from the FY17 industry 

assessment; create plan
• Implement actions from FY17 Administrative Audit
• Implement Human Performance/Safety Excellence Plan*
• Implement Operational Excellence Plan
• Implement industry principles – Excellence in 

Integrated Risk Management
• Measure effectiveness of key risk and leading 

indicators (predictive) 

3. Strong governance and oversight:
• Implement actions from FY17 benchmarking of 

leadership, governance and oversight 
• Corporate peer evaluation readiness and completion 

of corrective actions 
• Implement actions to advance a supervisor led 

leadership team to correct behavioral shortfalls and 
foster worker behaviors leading to engaged,  
thinking performance*

• Assess effectiveness of supplemental work performance
• Implement actions to improve effectiveness of 

Maintenance performance in the area of Maintenance 
Fundamentals

• Evaluate the effectiveness of Quality Assurance 
Organization to drive improvements in quality across 
the station 
 

1  FY18 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Columbia performance index in the industry top quartile 

• Peer recognition of Strong performance 

• Columbia cost performance trending toward Tier 1 pricing 
levels by 2026* 

• NRC performance is in Column 1 – Licensee Response 

• Columbia long-range plan predictability performance 
indicator equals green 

• Key risk indicator equals green
 

NUCLEAR EXCELLENCE Owner:  
Brad Sawatzke
Chief Operating Officer; 
Chief Nuclear Officer

Strategic Focus Area:
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NUCLEAR  
EXCELLENCE

FY18

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Columbia Excellence FY14



3  IMPLEMENTING FY18 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Columbia Excellence Plans 
– Equipment Reliability
– Operational Configuration Management
– Human Performance/Safety                                 
– Corrective Action Program
– Collective Radiation Exposure
– Outage
– Asset Management
– Maintenance 
– Leadership
– Operational Excellence
– Risk Informed Initiatives

4. Cost-effective Operation*:
• Implement Cost-effective Operation plan and 

industry Nuclear Promise initiative to reduce 
production cost of power

• Complete next phase of preventative  
maintenance optimization

• Implement Industry Risk Informed Initiatives 

5. Successful outage:
• Conduct R-23 post refuel outage self-assessment
• Develop and implement plans for R-24 

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

NUCLEAR EXCELLENCE Owner:  
Brad Sawatzke
Chief Operating Officer; 
Chief Nuclear Officer

Strategic Focus Area:
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NUCLEAR  
EXCELLENCE

FY18

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Columbia Excellence FY14



1  FY19 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Columbia performance index in the industry top quartile 

• Peer recognition of Exemplary performance 

• Columbia cost performance trending toward Tier 1 pricing 
levels by 2026* 

• NRC performance is in Column 1 – Licensee Response 

• Columbia long-range plan predictability performance 
indicator equals green 

• Key risk indicator equals green

2  FY19 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

Continue to Implement Phase IV of the Excellence Plan: 

1. Predictable long-range planning and execution*:
• Conduct a predictability effectiveness review of the 

long range plan
• Identify and address equipment obsolescence issues
• Execute equipment reliability excellence plan
• Complete Columbia long-range plan third party 

assessment 

2. Risk management is core business:
• Perform an assessment of noteworthy events at 

Columbia (Category A and B Corrective Action 
Program events) over the previous year to identify 
and address weaknesses in risk management – 
integrate results in the Enterprise Risk Management 
bi-annual lessons learned presentation

• Evaluate steering committee effectiveness
• Assess the Enterprise Risk Management program 

through completion of a self-assessment 

3. Strong governance and oversight:
• Assess effectiveness of the supervisor led leadership 

team in the area of correcting behavioral shortfalls 
and fostering worker behaviors leading to engaged, 
thinking performance*

• Assess effectiveness of Maintenance performance in 
the area of Maintenance Fundamentals

• Implement actions from the Corporate Peer 
Evaluation 

4. Cost-effective Operation*:
• Implement Cost-effective Operation plan and 

industry Nuclear Promise initiative to reduce 
production cost of power

• Complete next phase of preventative  
maintenance optimization

• Implement Industry Risk Informed Initiatives 

5. Successful outage:
• Achieve R-24 pre-outage milestones
• Execute a successful R-24 outage by meeting 

established goals 

3  IMPLEMENTING FY19 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Columbia Excellence Plans 
– Equipment Reliability
– Operational Configuration Management
– Human Performance
– Corrective Action Program
– Collective Radiation Exposure
– Outage
– Asset Management
– Maintenance 
– Leadership
– Operational

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

NUCLEAR EXCELLENCE Owner:  
Brad Sawatzke
Chief Operating Officer; 
Chief Nuclear Officer

Strategic Focus Area:
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NUCLEAR  
EXCELLENCE

FY19

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Columbia Excellence FY15



1  FY20 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOAL:

• Columbia performance index in the industry top quartile 

• Peer recognition of Exemplary performance 

• Columbia cost performance trending toward Tier 1 pricing 
levels by 2026* 

• NRC performance is in Column 1 – Licensee Response 

• Columbia long-range plan predictability performance 
indicator equals green 

• Key risk indicator equals green
 

2  FY20 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

Continue to Implement Phase IV of the Excellence Plan: 

1. Predictable long-range planning and execution*:
• Implement actions from the predictability 

effectiveness review
• Identify and address equipment obsolescence issues
• Execute equipment reliability excellence plan 

2. Risk management is core business:
• Assess effectiveness of Enterprise Risk Management 

Program including industry integrated risk principles 
and correct identified areas for improvement 

3. Strong governance and oversight:
• Implement actions resulting from industry evaluation 

4. Cost-effective Operation*:
• Implement Cost-effective Operation plan and 

industry Nuclear Promise initiative to reduce 
production cost of power

• Complete next phase of preventative  
maintenance optimization

• Implement Industry Risk Informed Initiatives 

5. Successful outage:
• Conduct post R-24 refuel outage self-assessment
• Develop and implement plans for R-25 

3  IMPLEMENTING FY20 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Columbia Excellence Plans 
– Equipment Reliability
– Operational Configuration Management
– Human Performance
– Corrective Action Program
– Collective Radiation Exposure
– Outage
– Asset Management
– Maintenance 
– Leadership
– Operational

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

NUCLEAR EXCELLENCE Owner:  
Brad Sawatzke
Chief Operating Officer; 
Chief Nuclear Officer

Strategic Focus Area:

15
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NUCLEAR  
EXCELLENCE

FY20

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Columbia Excellence FY16



C  CHALLENGES TO EXCELLENCE:
(gaps that hinder reaching and sustaining excellence) 

1. Understanding member interests and needs; tailoring specific services to meet  
member needs 

2. Members are experiencing zero to low electrical load growth 

3. Maintaining and growing new and existing  
revenue contracts 

4. Collaboration with members toward aggregation 
of new services, programs and projects 

A  PICTURE OF EXCELLENCE:  
(includes key words that define what excellence is)

Safe • Reliable • Predictable • Sustainable

B  MEASURES OF EXCELLENCE:
(targets to help measure success of reaching and sustaining excellence;  

‘equal to green’ = meeting established target/goal)

• Energy Services and Development Safety success equals green 

• ESD Business Development Fund Revenue Generation Project margin greater than or 
equal to target goal based on approved business initiatives 

• Packwood, Tieton, Portland Hydro, and Nine Canyon availability in the industry top 
quartile (Hydro >98%; Nine Canyon >98.5%) 

• ESD Initiative Success Points earned greater than or equal to target goal (12) shared 
with Innovative Energy Solutions

D  MULTI-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN: 

 (click to access fiscal years)

SERVICES & OPERATING EXCELLENCE
Strategic Focus Area:

Owner:  
Jim Gaston
General Manager, Energy 
Services & Development

16
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STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

 
Energy Northwest 
utilizes input from 

the General Manager 
Advisory Group to 

develop or enhance high 
value services to our 

members

Services and Operations Home



1  FY18 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Energy Services and Development Safety success  
equals green 

• ESD Business Development Fund Revenue Generation 
Project margin greater than or equal to target goal 
based on approved business initiatives 

• Packwood, Tieton, Portland Hydro, and Nine Canyon 
availability in the industry top quartile  
(Hydro >98%; Nine Canyon >98.5%) 

• ESD Initiative Success Points earned greater than or 
equal to target goal (12) shared with Innovative  
Energy Solutions 

• Achieve >95% success rate and targeted margins on 
BPA demand response program 

 

2  FY18 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:

1. Operating Performance – Maintain Excellence in 
Operations and Maintenance leading to growth 
opportunities for participants and third party initiatives:
• Implement excellence in life cycle management 

plans to meet or exceed strategic goals for each 
units availability

• Complete Industrial Development Complex Phase 1 
restoration 

2. Services – Expand value added services through 
collaboration with General Managers’ Advisory Group:
• Utilize > 90 percent of Energy Northwest’s BPA 

Energy Efficiency Incentive allocation through 
internal use or by bilateral transfer to utilities

• Identify and develop new tools and processes to 
inform and help members adapt to rapid changes in 
electric utility industry

• Engage members and utilize feedback from General 
Managers’ Advisory Group to establish priorities 

3. Business Development Fund:
• Utilize Business Development Fund to achieve value 

added investments for member utilities with intent 
to help build future relationships and generate 
revenue with members 

4. Industrial Development Complex:
• Initiate site final restoration - Phase I accelerated 

restoration 

5. Successfully implement BPA/Energy Northwest demand 
side programs

 

3  IMPLEMENTING FY18 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Energy Services and Development

SERVICES & 
OPERATING  
EXCELLENCE

FY18

SERVICES & OPERATING EXCELLENCE
Strategic Focus Area:

Owner:  
Jim Gaston
General Manager, Energy 
Services & Development

17

FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Services & Operations FY15



1  FY19 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Energy Services and Development Safety success  
equals green 

• ESD Business Development Fund Revenue Generation 
Project margin greater than or equal to target goal 
based on approved business initiatives 

• Packwood, Tieton, Portland Hydro, and Nine Canyon 
availability in the industry top quartile  
(Hydro >98%; Nine Canyon >98.5%) 

• ESD Initiative Success Points earned greater than or 
equal to target goal (12) shared with Innovative  
Energy Solutions

 

2  FY19 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:

1. Operating Performance – Maintain Excellence in 
Operations and Maintenance leading to growth 
opportunities for participants and third party 
initiatives:
• Maintain excellence in life cycle management plans 

to meet or exceed strategic direction goals for each 
units availability  

2. Services – utilize member construct philosophy to offer 
and supply value added services through collaboration 
with General Managers’ Advisory Group:
• Utilize > 90 percent of Energy Northwest’s BPA 

Energy Efficiency Incentive allocation through 
internal use or by bilateral transfer to utilities

• Identify and develop new tools and processes to 
inform and help members adapt to rapid changes in 
electric utility industry

• Engage members and utilize feedback from General 
Managers’ Advisory Group to establish priorities 

3. Business Development Fund:
• Utilize Business Development Fund to achieve value 

added investments for member utilities with intent 
to help build future relationships and generate 
revenue with members 

4. Industrial Development Complex:
• Plan Phase 2 restoration 

3  IMPLEMENTING FY19 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Energy Services and Development

SERVICES & 
OPERATING  
EXCELLENCE

FY19

SERVICES & OPERATING EXCELLENCE
Strategic Focus Area:

Owner:  
Jim Gaston
General Manager, Energy 
Services & Development
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FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Services & Operations FY16



1  FY20 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Energy Services and Development Safety success  
equals green 

• ESD Business Development Fund Revenue Generation 
Project margin greater than or equal to target goal 
based on approved business initiatives 

• Packwood, Tieton, Portland Hydro, and Nine Canyon 
availability in the industry top quartile  
(Hydro >98%; Nine Canyon >98.5%) 

• ESD Initiative Success Points earned greater than or 
equal to target goal (12) shared with Innovative  
Energy Solutions

 

2  FY20 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

1. Operating Performance – Maintain Excellence in 
Operations and Maintenance leading to growth 
opportunities for participants and third party 
initiatives:
• Maintain excellence in life cycle management plans 

to meet or exceed strategic direction goals for each 
units availability 

2. Services – utilize member construct philosophy to offer 
and supply value added services through collaboration 
with General Managers’ Advisory Group:
• Utilize > 90 percent of Energy Northwest’s BPA 

Energy Efficiency Incentive allocation through 
internal use or by bilateral transfer to utilities

• Identify and develop new tools and processes to 
inform and help members adapt to rapid changes in 
electric utility industry

• Engage members and utilize feedback from General 
Managers’ Advisory Group to establish priorities 

3. Business Development Fund:
• Utilize Business Development Fund to achieve value 

added investments for member utilities with intent 
to help build future relationships and generate 
revenue with members 

4. Industrial Development Complex:
• Initiate site Phase 2 final restoration and complete 

physical site restoration in FY21 

3  IMPLEMENTING FY20 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Energy Services and Development

SERVICES & 
OPERATING  
EXCELLENCE

FY20

SERVICES & OPERATING EXCELLENCE
Strategic Focus Area:

Owner:  
Jim Gaston
General Manager, Energy 
Services & Development
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FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Services & Operations FY17



A  PICTURE OF EXCELLENCE:  
(includes key words that define what excellence is)

Professional • Knowledgeable • Value Added • Engaged • Flexible

 (click to access fiscal years)

D  MULTI-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN: 

C  CHALLENGES TO EXCELLENCE:
(gaps that hinder reaching and sustaining excellence) 

1. New tools and processes are needed to inform and help members adapt to rapid 
change in the electric utility industry 

2. Members are experiencing low electrical load growth resulting in lower demand for 
the power system automation upgrades

B  MEASURES OF EXCELLENCE:
(targets to help measure success of reaching and sustaining excellence;  

‘equal to green’ = meeting established target/goal)

 
• Impact and influence regional energy issues through presentations to local, regional,  

and national energy related forums equals green 

• Member requests for technical and programmatic support leading to successful outcomes for  
members equals green 

• Member feedback on Energy Services and Development services levels and innovative solutions 
achieves increased number of Customer Relationship Management member requested support hours 

• General Managers’ Advisory Group Initiative equal to 3 to 5 initiatives developed per year 

• ESD Initiative Success Points earned greater than or equal to target goal  
(12) shared with Services and Operating Excellence

INNOVATIVE ENERGY SOLUTIONS Owner:  
Jim Gaston
General Manager, Energy 
Services & Development

Strategic Focus Area:
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FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

 
Energy Northwest  

is preparing and building 
for the future by partnering 

with local and regional 
organizations to advance 

next generation energy 
technologies. 

Business Development



1  FY18 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS: 

• Impact and influence regional energy issues through 
presentations to local, regional, and national energy 
related forums equals green 

• Member requests for technical and programmatic 
support leading to successful outcomes for members 
equals green 

• Member feedback on Energy Services and Development 
services levels and innovative solutions achieve increased 
number of Customer Relationship Management member 
requested support hours to reach 40 hours on 1/3  
of members 

• General Managers’ Advisory Group Initiative equal to  
3 to 5 initiatives developed per year 

• ESD Initiative Success Points earned greater than or 
equal to target goal (12)

2  FY18 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

1. Continue to aggressively communicate with our 
members and other regional interests via member 
visits, General Managers’ Advisory Group, WPUDA, 
PPC, NWPCC, etc., to recognize and aggregate demand 
for energy solutions 

2. Support community and industrial scale solar 

3. Support battery storage projects both from a grid 
level and from an aggregated solution to demand side 
management 

4. Coordinate and support electric vehicle and charging 
station initiatives and projects 

5. Continue development and implementation of demand 
side management applications (i.e. demand voltage 
reduction) 

6. Continue to offer support, as requested by UAMPS on 
the Carbon Free Power Project 

7. Identify and develop new tools and processes to 
inform and help member adapt to rapid changes in 
electric utility industry 

3  IMPLEMENTING FY18 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Energy Services and Development 

INNOVATIVE ENERGY SOLUTIONS Owner:  
Jim Gaston
General Manager, Energy 
Services & Development

Strategic Focus Area:
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FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

INNOVATIVE 
ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

FY18

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Business Development FY14



1  FY19 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Impact and influence regional energy issues through 
presentations to local, regional, and national energy 
related forums equals green 

• Member requests for technical and programmatic 
support leading to successful outcomes for members 
equals green 

• Member feedback on Energy Services and Development 
services levels and innovative solutions achieve increased 
number of Customer Relationship Management member 
requested support hours to reach 40 hours on 1/3  
of members 

• General Managers’ Advisory Group Initiative equal to  
3 to 5 initiatives developed per year 

• ESD Initiative Success Points earned greater than or 
equal to target goal (12)

2  FY19 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

1. Continue to aggressively communicate with our 
members and other regional interests via member 
visits, General Managers’ Advisory Group, WPUDA, 
PPC, NWPCC, etc., to recognize and aggregate demand 
for energy solutions 

2. Support community and industrial scale solar 

3. Support battery storage projects both from a grid 
level and from an aggregated solution to demand side 
management 

4. Coordinate and support electric vehicle and charging 
station initiatives and projects 

5. Continue development and implementation of demand 
side management applications (i.e. demand voltage 
reduction) 

6. Continue to offer support, as requested by UAMPS on 
the Carbon Free Power Project 

7. Identify and develop new tools and processes to 
inform and help member adapt to rapid changes in 
electric utility industry

3  IMPLEMENTING FY19 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Energy Services and Development

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

INNOVATIVE ENERGY SOLUTIONS Owner:  
Jim Gaston
General Manager, Energy 
Services & Development

Strategic Focus Area:
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FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

INNOVATIVE 
ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

FY19

Business Development FY15



1  FY20 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS: 

• Impact and influence regional energy issues through 
presentations to local, regional, and national energy 
related forums equals green 

• Member requests for technical and programmatic 
support leading to successful outcomes for members 
equals green 

• Member feedback on Energy Services and Development 
services levels and innovative solutions achieve increased 
number of Customer Relationship Management member 
requested support hours to reach 40 hours on 1/3  
of members 

• General Managers’ Advisory Group Initiative equal to  
3 to 5 initiatives developed per year 

• ESD Initiative Success Points earned greater than or 
equal to target goal (12)

2  FY20 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

1. Continue to aggressively communicate with our 
members and other regional interests via member 
visits, General Managers’ Advisory Group, WPUDA, 
PPC, NWPCC, etc., to recognize and aggregate demand 
for energy solutions 

2. Support community and industrial scale solar 

3. Support battery storage projects both from a grid 
level and from an aggregated solution to demand side 
management 

4. Coordinate and support electric vehicle and charging 
station initiatives and projects 

5. Continue development and implementation of demand 
side management applications (i.e. demand voltage 
reduction) 

6. Continue to offer support, as requested by UAMPS on 
the Carbon Free Power Project 

7. Identify and develop new tools and processes to 
inform and help member adapt to rapid changes in 
electric utility industry

3  IMPLEMENTING FY20 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Energy Services and Development 

INNOVATIVE ENERGY SOLUTIONS Owner:  
Jim Gaston
General Manager, Energy 
Services & Development

Strategic Focus Area:

23

FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

INNOVATIVE 
ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

FY20

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Business Development FY16



Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer

FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

A  PICTURE OF EXCELLENCE:  
(includes key words that define what excellence is)

Ethical • Accountable • Transparent • Predictable • Cost Effective

B  MEASURES OF EXCELLENCE:
(targets to help measure success of reaching and sustaining excellence;  

‘equal to green’ = meeting established target/goal)

• Columbia budget performance indicators equals green; trajectory set by the Executive 
Board and executive team (O&M, capital and staffing) 

• Columbia cost performance near Tier 1 pricing levels by 2026* 

• Compliance metrics equals green 

• Budget Performance - Business Development Fund overall cash margin greater than or 
equal to target goal 

• Regional cooperation debt plan: Actual gross savings is greater than or equal to target 
savings estimated and supported by the EN governing boards 

• Corporate governance, oversight, support and performance equals green 

C  CHALLENGES TO EXCELLENCE:
(gaps that hinder reaching and sustaining excellence) 

1. Columbia’s costs are higher than desired 

2. Business process internal controls require baselining 

3. Sustaining Energy Services and Development revenue 
business operating lines 

4. Regional cooperation debt savings amounts are 
negatively impacted by rising interest rates 

5. Continued focus on the agency’s compliance 
and ethics program 

6. Improvement of corporate network security 
through increased centralization, segmentation 
and advanced monitoring needed 

7. Increase effectiveness of corporate governance, 
oversight, support and performance

D  MULTI-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN: 

Energy Northwest 
annually generates 

approximately $500 million 
in overall sales of goods  

and services in the  
local community.

Strategic Focus Area:
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY

24

 (click to access fiscal years)

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

FA: Fiscal Responsibility



Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer

FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

1  FY18 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Columbia budget performance indicators equals green; 
trajectory set by the Executive Board (O&M, capital and 
staffing) 

• Columbia cost performance trending toward Tier 1 pricing 
levels by 2026* 

• Compliance metrics equals green 

• Budget Performance - Business Development Fund 
overall cash margin greater than or equal to target goal 

• Regional cooperation debt plan: Actual gross savings is 
greater than or equal to target savings estimated and 
supported by the EN governing boards 

• Corporate governance, oversight, support and 
performance equals green

2  FY18 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:

1. Cost-effective Operation Plan:
• Establish FY19 Columbia budget to achieve the 

approved plan targets; assess adequacy of plan  
and prior year performance; and if necessary  
revise targets*

2. Energy Services and Development cost control:
• Establish FY18 ESD budget to meet Business 

Development Fund overall cash margin target goals 

3. Improve internal controls:
• Conduct internal control assessments per plan
• Survey process owners’ understanding of effective 

internal controls
• Conduct corporate support effectiveness reviews 

to the FY18 Audit Plan (teaming up with the new 
Corporate Interface role) 

4. Improve compliance program:
• Monitor and report on the compliance and  

ethics program
• Assess the compliance and ethics program  

through completion of a self-assessment utilizing 
external expertise 

5. Regional cooperation debt:
• Implement per Executive Board direction and 

review effectiveness 

6. Continue to implement COBIT (Control Objectives 
for Information Technology) control framework for 
Information Services per plan 

7. Rebaseline corporate cyber security standards to 
industry standards* 

8. Improve governance, oversight, support and performance 
(GOSP):
• Implement actions to improve corporate performance 

to support Columbia exemplary performance
• Complete implementation of actions from readiness 

self-assessment
• Address and communicate results of external 

corporate evaluation 

3  IMPLEMENTING FY18 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Columbia
• Asset Management
• Energy Services and Development
• Legal Services
• Human Resources
• Treasury/Finance
• Information Services

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

Strategic Focus Area:
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
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CORPORATE 
RESPONSIBILITY 

FY18

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Fiscal Responsibility FY14



Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer

FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

1  FY19 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Columbia budget performance indicators equals green; 
trajectory set by the Executive Board (O&M, capital and 
staffing) 

• Columbia cost performance trending toward Tier 1 pricing 
levels by 2026* 

• Compliance metrics equals green 

• Budget Performance - Business Development Fund 
overall cash margin greater than or equal to target goal 

• Regional cooperation debt plan: Actual gross savings is 
greater than or equal to target savings estimated and 
supported by the EN governing boards 

• Corporate governance, oversight, support and 
performance equals green 

2  FY19 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:

1. Cost-effective Operation Plan:
• Establish FY19 Columbia budget to achieve the 

approved plan targets; assess adequacy of plan  
and prior year performance; and if necessary  
revise targets*

2. Energy Services and Development Cost Control:
• Establish FY19 ESD budget to meet Business 

Development Fund overall cash margin target goals  

3. Improve internal controls:
• Conduct baseline internal control assessments  

per plan
• Develop and implement actions resulting from 

survey of process owners’ understanding of 
effective internal controls

• Conduct a follow-up to the corporate effectiveness 
review

• Develop a more efficient and value added follow-
up review method 

4. Improve compliance program:
• Monitor and report on the compliance and  

ethics program
• Evaluate recommendations from self-assessment 

and develop necessary actions 

5. Regional cooperation debt:
• Implement per Executive Board direction and 

review effectiveness 

6. Complete baselining for COBIT (Control Objectives 
for Information Technology) control framework 
implementation 

7. Improve corporate security defense-in-depth* 

8. Improve governance, oversight, support and performance 
(GOSP):
• Implement actions to improve corporate performance 

to support Columbia exemplary performance 
• Evaluate effectiveness of the actions from FY17 

readiness self-assessment and the FY18 external 
corporate evaluation 

3  IMPLEMENTING FY19 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Columbia
• Asset Management
• Energy Services and Development
• Legal Services
• Human Resources
• Treasury/Finance
• Information Services 

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

Strategic Focus Area:
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
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CORPORATE 
RESPONSIBILITY 

FY19

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Fiscal Responsibility FY15



Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer

FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

1  FY20 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Columbia budget performance indicators equals green; 
trajectory set by the Executive Board (O&M, capital and 
staffing) 

• Columbia cost performance trending toward Tier 1 pricing 
levels by 2026* 

• Compliance metrics equals green 

• Budget Performance - Business Development Fund 
overall cash margin greater than or equal to target goal 

• Regional cooperation debt plan: Actual gross savings is 
greater than or equal to target savings estimated and 
supported by the EN governing boards 

• Corporate governance, oversight, support and 
performance equals green

2  FY20 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:

1. Cost-effective Operation Plan:
• Establish FY19 Columbia budget to achieve the 

approved plan targets; assess adequacy of plan  
and prior year performance; and if necessary  
revise targets* 

2. Energy Services and Development Cost Control:
• Establish FY20 ESD budget to meet Business 

Development Fund overall cash margin  
target goals 

3. Improve internal controls:
• Conduct baseline internal control assessments  

per plan 

4. Improve compliance program:
• Monitor and report on the compliance and  

ethics program
• Conduct effectiveness review of program 

5. Regional cooperation debt:
• Implement per Executive Board direction and 

review effectiveness 

6. Improve organization effectiveness through 
technology and security upgrades for significant 
enterprise technology tools* 

7. Improve governance, oversight, support and performance 
(GOSP):
• Implement actions to improve corporate 

performance to support Columbia  
exemplary performance 

3  IMPLEMENTING FY20 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Columbia
• Asset Management
• Energy Services and Development
• Legal Services
• Human Resources
• Treasury/Finance
• Information Services

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

 

Strategic Focus Area:
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
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CORPORATE 
RESPONSIBILITY 

FY20

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Fiscal Responsibility FY16



A  PICTURE OF EXCELLENCE:  
(includes key words that define what excellence is)

Talented • Trusting • Inspired • Engaged • Appreciated

• Succession Plan Development implementation green 

• Employee Voice equals green*
** Leadership includes Supervisors, Managers and the Executive Team 
 

C  CHALLENGES TO EXCELLENCE:
(gaps that hinder reaching and sustaining excellence) 

1. Improvement needed in the number of employees who feel they are asked for input 
regarding changes that affect their work 

2. Improvement needed in the number of employees 
who feel they have the flexibility they want to 
manage their work life balance

B  MEASURES OF EXCELLENCE:
(targets to help measure success of reaching and sustaining excellence;  

‘equal to green’ = meeting established target/goal)

• Voluntary turnover in industry metrics in the top quartile* 

• Agency’s critical leadership positions with a ready now succession candidate or 
emergency replacement candidate identified performance indicator equals green* 

• Leadership** positions filled internally is equal to 70 percent or greater* 

• Critical leadership positions filled “successfully” is equal to 75 percent or greater* 

• Knowledge transfer performance indicator equals green* 

• Employee Engagement survey response is equal to at least or greater than 81 percent favorable* 

D  MULTI-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN: 

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Strategic Focus Area:

Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer
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FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

 (click to access fiscal years)

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

The  
Association of  

Washington Business 
selected Energy Northwest 

as the 2016 Employer  
of the Year 

FA: Maximize Employee Contributions



1  FY18 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Voluntary turnover in industry metrics in the top quartile* 

• Agency’s critical leadership positions with a ready 
now succession candidate or emergency  replacement 
candidate identified performance indicator equals green* 

• Leadership** positions filled internally is equal to 70 
percent or greater* 

• Critical leadership positions filled “successfully” is equal 
to 75 percent or greater* 

• Knowledge transfer performance indicator equals green* 

• Employee Engagement survey response is equal to at 
least or greater than 81 percent favorable* 

• Succession Plan Development implementation green 

• Employee Voice equals green* 

** Leadership includes Supervisors, Managers and the Executive Team

2  FY18 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:

1. Employee engagement survey for Energy Northwest*:
• Prepare action plans based on survey results to 

improve engagement compared to industry
• Set improvement goal over previous survey results
• Complete supervisor employee engagement training 

after survey concludes 

2. Workforce planning implementation*
• Execute workforce planning strategy
• Review workforce planning twice a year to identify 

and plan for gaps
• Detailed workforce plans are prepared by department 

managers
• Workforce plans contain detailed knowledge transfer 

and retention actions for key employees 

3. Succession plan candidate development*
• Ensure the correct critical positions are identified on 

an annual basis
• Succession plan candidates are identified and 

developmental plans are rigorous, comprehensive and 
fully implemented

• Key leadership positions can be filled easily when needed 

3  IMPLEMENTING FY18 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Human Resources

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Strategic Focus Area:

Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer
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FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

EMPLOYEE 
ENGAGEMENT 

FY18

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Employee Engagement FY14



1  FY19 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Voluntary turnover in industry metrics in the top quartile* 

• Agency’s critical leadership positions with a ready 
now succession candidate or emergency  replacement 
candidate identified performance indicator equals green* 

• Leadership** positions filled internally is equal to 70 
percent or greater* 

• Critical leadership positions filled “successfully” is equal 
to 75 percent or greater* 

• Knowledge transfer performance indicator equals green* 

• Employee Engagement survey response is equal to at 
least or greater than 81 percent favorable* 

• Succession Plan Development implementation green 

• Employee Voice equals green* 

** Leadership includes Supervisors, Managers and the Executive Team

2  FY19 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

1. Employee engagement survey for Energy Northwest*:
• Prepare action plans based on survey results to 

improve engagement compared to industry
• Set improvement goal over previous survey results
• Complete supervisor employee engagement training 

after survey concludes 

2. Workforce planning implementation*
• Execute workforce planning strategy
• Review workforce planning twice a year to identify 

and plan for gaps
• Detailed workforce plans are prepared by department 

managers
• Workforce plans contain detailed knowledge transfer 

and retention actions for key employees 

3. Succession plan candidate development*
• Ensure the correct critical positions are identified on 

an annual basis
• Succession plan candidates are identified and 

developmental plans are rigorous, comprehensive and 
fully implemented

• Key leadership positions can be filled easily when needed

3  IMPLEMENTING FY19 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Human Resources

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Strategic Focus Area:

Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer
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EMPLOYEE 
ENGAGEMENT 

FY19

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Employee Engagement FY15



1  FY20 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Voluntary turnover in industry metrics in the top quartile* 

• Agency’s critical leadership positions with a ready 
now succession candidate or emergency  replacement 
candidate identified performance indicator equals green* 

• Leadership** positions filled internally is equal to 70 
percent or greater* 

• Critical leadership positions filled “successfully” is equal 
to 75 percent or greater* 

• Knowledge transfer performance indicator equals green* 

• Employee Engagement survey response is equal to at 
least or greater than 81 percent favorable* 

• Succession Plan Development implementation green 

• Employee Voice equals green* 

** Leadership includes Supervisors, Managers and the Executive Team

2  FY20 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

1. Employee engagement survey for Energy Northwest*:
• Prepare action plans based on survey results to 

improve engagement compared to industry
• Set improvement goal over previous survey results
• Complete supervisor employee engagement training 

after survey concludes 

2. Workforce planning implementation*
• Execute workforce planning strategy
• Review workforce planning twice a year to identify 

and plan for gaps
• Detailed workforce plans are prepared by department 

managers
• Workforce plans contain detailed knowledge transfer 

and retention actions for key employees 

3. Succession plan candidate development*
• Ensure the correct critical positions are identified on 

an annual basis
• Succession plan candidates are identified and 

developmental plans are rigorous, comprehensive and 
fully implemented

• Key leadership positions can be filled easily when needed

3  IMPLEMENTING FY20 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Human Resources

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Strategic Focus Area:

Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer
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EMPLOYEE 
ENGAGEMENT 

FY20

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Employee Engagement FY16



Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer

A  PICTURE OF EXCELLENCE:  
(includes key words that define what excellence is)

Research-based • Credible • Straightforward • Partnerships • Public Interest

B  MEASURES OF EXCELLENCE:
(targets to help measure success of reaching and sustaining excellence;  

‘equal to green’ = meeting established target/goal)

• Effectiveness of communicating key agency strategic focus areas to the internal 
audience equals green 

• Favorable Energy Northwest rating by member utilities’ staff and board commissioners 
equals green 

• Growth in Clean Energy Partners coalition equals green 

• Sustain favorable support for nuclear energy by at least 65 percent of statewide public 
and sustain at least or greater than 90 percent in Plant Neighbor Survey* 

• Energy Northwest Optimal Content Score (media coverage) of at least 4 on the industry 
standard scale of -10 to 10*

C  CHALLENGES TO EXCELLENCE:
(gaps that hinder reaching and sustaining excellence) 

1. Sustaining consistent relationships with a broadening group of  
stakeholder organizations 

2. Declining public awareness of the ongoing value of nuclear power  
as a carbon free high capacity resource

 (click to access fiscal years)

D  MULTI-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN: 

The Public Relations 
Society of America 

recognized Energy Northwest 
with its 2016 Award of 

Excellence for raising regional 
awareness of the economic 

and environmental value 
of Columbia Generating 

Station.

STAKEHOLDER TRUST AND CONFIDENCE
Strategic Focus Area:
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FY18-20 STRATEGIC PLAN

STRATEGIC
FOCUS 
AREAS

Stakeholder Trust and Confidence



Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer

1  FY18 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Effectiveness of communicating key agency strategic 
focus areas to the internal audience equals green – 
Baseline survey in FY18 

• Favorable Energy Northwest rating by member utilities’ 
staff and board commissioners equals green 

• Growth in Clean Energy Partners coalition equals green 

• Sustain favorable support for nuclear energy by at least 
59 percent of statewide public and sustain at least or 
greater than 90 percent in Plant Neighbor Survey* 

• Energy Northwest Optimal Content Score (media 
coverage) of at least 4 on the industry standard scale of 
-10 to 10*

2  FY18 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

1. Execute an employee communication excellence plan 
that supports the agency’s mission and nuclear safety 
culture through communication of the internal-facing 
strategic focus areas:

• Strengthen employee behaviors and performance 
through communication of safety; nuclear 
excellence; Energy Services & Development services 
and operating excellence; corporate responsibility 
and employee engagement

• Interact with and train corporate leaders and plant 
management teams to effectively communicate 
management decisions and reinforce nuclear safety

• Encourage, monitor and address employee feedback 
on business initiatives 

 

2. Empower & educate employees, members &  
governing boards to engage public audiences with 
agency messages:
• Sustain and increase employee engagement in the 

public dialogue of the agency’s and nuclear’s value 
to the region

• Strengthen and grow member advocacy for nuclear 
power and the agency

• Continue to strengthen and grow member 
involvement and interaction with Energy Northwest 
as their joint action agency

• Foster relationships and provide tools to members 
and governing boards to build support for nuclear 
energy and the agency 

3. Outreach to and partner with stakeholders and 
influencers*:
• Leverage cooperative relationships with energy 

industry stakeholders and civic organizations
• Sustain and increase participation in Energy 

Northwest’s Clean Energy Partners coalition 
• Leverage governing board member skills for 

favorable influence in the region

STAKEHOLDER TRUST AND CONFIDENCE
Strategic Focus Area:
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FOCUS 
AREAS

Stakeholder Trust FY14



Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer

4. Engage state and federal legislators:
• Provide expert support for clean energy legislative 

initiatives in support of the agency and nuclear power  

5. Outreach and listen to the general public*:
• Sponsor organizations capable of increasing public 

support for the agency and nuclear power 

6. Continue to engage the media*:
• Increase reporter knowledge and favorability 

towards nuclear power and Energy Northwest as a 
joint action agency

• Seek opportunities to provide editorial content to 
regional media

*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

3  IMPLEMENTING FY18 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Public Affairs – Internal
• Public Affairs – Public Relations
• Member Relations

STAKEHOLDER TRUST AND CONFIDENCE
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Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer

1  FY19 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Effectiveness of communicating key agency strategic 
focus areas to the internal audience equals green  

• Favorable Energy Northwest rating by member utilities’ 
staff and board commissioners equals green 

• Growth in Clean Energy Partners coalition equals green 

• Sustain favorable support for nuclear energy by at least 
61 percent of statewide public and sustain at least or 
greater than 90 percent in Plant Neighbor Survey* 

• Energy Northwest Optimal Content Score (media coverage) 
of at least 4 on the industry standard scale of -10 to 10* 

2  FY19 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:

1. Execute an employee communication excellence plan 
that supports the agency’s mission and nuclear safety 
culture through communication of the internal-facing 
strategic focus areas:

• Strengthen employee behaviors and performance 
through communication of safety; nuclear 
excellence; Energy Services & Development services 
and operating excellence; corporate responsibility 
and employee engagement

• Interact with and train corporate leaders and plant 
management teams to effectively communicate 
management decisions and reinforce nuclear safety

• Encourage, monitor and address employee feedback 
on business initiatives 

 

2. Empower & educate employees, members &  
governing boards to engage public audiences with 
agency messages:
• Sustain and increase employee engagement in the 

public dialogue of the agency’s and nuclear’s value 
to the region

• Strengthen and grow member advocacy for nuclear 
power and the agency

• Continue to strengthen and grow member 
involvement and interaction with Energy Northwest 
as their joint action agency

• Foster relationships and provide tools to members 
and governing boards to build support for nuclear 
energy and the agency 

3. Outreach to and partner with stakeholders and 
influencers*:
• Leverage cooperative relationships with energy 

industry stakeholders and civic organizations
• Sustain and increase participation in Energy 

Northwest’s Clean Energy Partners coalition 
• Leverage governing board member skills for 

favorable influence in the region

STAKEHOLDER TRUST AND CONFIDENCE
Strategic Focus Area:
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Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer

4. Engage state and federal legislators:
• Provide expert support for clean energy legislative 

initiatives in support of the agency and nuclear power  

5. Outreach and listen to the general public*:
• Sponsor organizations capable of increasing public 

support for the agency and nuclear power 

6. Continue to engage the media*:
• Increase reporter knowledge and favorability 

towards nuclear power and Energy Northwest as a 
joint action agency

• Seek opportunities to provide editorial content to 
regional media

 
*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

3  IMPLEMENTING FY19 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Public Affairs – Internal
• Public Affairs – Public Relations
• Member Relations

STAKEHOLDER TRUST AND CONFIDENCE
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Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer

1  FY20 MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE GOALS:

• Effectiveness of communicating key agency strategic 
focus areas to the internal audience equals green  

• Favorable Energy Northwest rating by member utilities’ 
staff and board commissioners equals green 

• Growth in Clean Energy Partners coalition equals green 

• Sustain favorable support for nuclear energy by at least 
63 percent of statewide public and sustain at least or 
greater than 90 percent in Plant Neighbor Survey* 

• Energy Northwest Optimal Content Score (media coverage) 
of at least 4 on the industry standard scale of -10 to 10*

2  FY20 STRATEGIC INITIATIVES: 

1. Execute an employee communication excellence plan 
that supports the agency’s mission and nuclear safety 
culture through communication of the internal-facing 
strategic focus areas:

• Strengthen employee behaviors and performance 
through communication of safety; nuclear 
excellence; Energy Services & Development services 
and operating excellence; corporate responsibility 
and employee engagement

• Interact with and train corporate leaders and plant 
management teams to effectively communicate 
management decisions and reinforce nuclear safety

• Encourage, monitor and address employee feedback 
on business initiatives 

 

2. Empower & educate employees, members &  
governing boards to engage public audiences with 
agency messages:
• Sustain and increase employee engagement in the 

public dialogue of the agency’s and nuclear’s value 
to the region

• Strengthen and grow member advocacy for nuclear 
power and the agency

• Continue to strengthen and grow member 
involvement and interaction with Energy Northwest 
as their joint action agency

• Foster relationships and provide tools to members 
and governing boards to build support for nuclear 
energy and the agency 

3. Outreach to and partner with stakeholders  
and influencers*:
• Leverage cooperative relationships with energy 

industry stakeholders and civic organizations
• Sustain and increase participation in Energy 

Northwest’s Clean Energy Partners coalition 
• Leverage governing board member skills for 

favorable influence in the region

STAKEHOLDER TRUST AND CONFIDENCE
Strategic Focus Area:
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Owner:  
Brent Ridge
Vice President for Corporate 
Services; Chief Financial  
& Risk Officer

4. Engage state and federal legislators:
• Provide expert support for clean energy legislative 

initiatives in support of the agency and nuclear power  

5. Outreach and listen to the general public*:
• Sponsor organizations capable of increasing public 

support for the agency and nuclear power 

6. Continue to engage the media*:
• Increase reporter knowledge and favorability 

towards nuclear power and Energy Northwest as a 
joint action agency

• Seek opportunities to provide editorial content to 
regional media

 
*Measures of excellence and strategic initiatives throughout that 
have an asterisk (*) indicates it is associated with mission critical risk 
mitigation/performance monitoring.

3  IMPLEMENTING FY20 EXCELLENCE PLANS:

• Public Affairs – Internal
• Public Affairs – Public Relations
• Member Relations

STAKEHOLDER TRUST AND CONFIDENCE
Strategic Focus Area:
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Energy Northwest is a joint action agency formed by the Washington state legislature 
in 1957, representing the convergence of small and big public power. Our consortium 
of 27 public utility districts and municipalities across Washington takes advantage of 
economies of scale and shared services to boost efficiency and effectiveness, all to the 
greater cost benefit of more than 1.5 million public power ratepayers.

The agency directly owns and operates a diverse portfolio of electricity generating 
resources, including the Northwest’s only nuclear energy facility, Columbia Generating 
Station. All of our generating resources – Nine Canyon Wind Project, Packwood Lake 
Hydroelectric Project, Tieton Hydroelectric Project, White Bluffs Solar Station and 
Columbia – produce clean-air, at-cost energy for the Northwest. 

1 Asotin County PUD

2 Benton PUD

3 Chelan County PUD

4 Centralia City Light

5 City of Port Angeles

6 City of Richland Energy Services

7 Clallam County PUD

8 Clark Public Utilities

9 Cowlitz County PUD

10 Ferry County PUD

11 Franklin County PUD

12 Grant County PUD 2

13 Grays Harbor County PUD 1

14 Jefferson County PUD

15 Kittitas County PUD

16 Klickitat County PUD

17 Lewis County PUD

18 Mason County PUD 1

19 Mason County PUD 3

20 Okanogan County PUD

21 Pacific County PUD 2

22 Pend Oreille County PUD

23 Seattle City Light

24 Skamania County PUD

25 Snohomish County PUD

26 Tacoma Public Utilities

27 Wahkiakum County PUD

Membership

Energy Northwest membership currently includes 22 PUDs  
and five municipalities.

ABOUT ENERGY 
NORTHWEST

ABOUT ENERGY NORTHWEST
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Nine Canyon Wind Project

Columbia Generating Station

Packwood Lake 
Hydroelectric Project

White Bluffs Solar Station

Tieton Hydroelectric Project

About EN
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